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Stand Alone Products

DAB Radio
The new UP radio receives DAB, DAB+ and FM tuner stations. Further, it has a back-side aux input for connecting another sound source, e.g. the Bluetooth
receiver BTR 55 MK2.
9 DAB and 9 FM stations can be stored.
The DAB / FM radio UP fits into all switch programs with 55x55mm central plate.
The performance of the integrated stereo amplifier has more than doubled compared to the tried and tested predecessor model - RDS-Radio! Two
loudspeakers - or the further improved UP loudspeaker KEL 55 MK 2 can be connected to this.
Operation is easy with just two buttons and a rotary control knob. The menu provides many other functions, e.g. alarm, sleep, display brightness, maximum
volume ....
For operation, e.g. in a hotel, the extended functions may be disabled, e.g. the transmitters and the max. volume can not be adjusted.
The DAB / FM radio can even be controlled via the optional remote control.
The DAB / FM radio UP is delivered with a throwing antenna, which can be pushed into the empty cabling tube. The house antenna can also be connected
for the best reception.

Technical Data DAB Radio DAB Radio Set KEL 55

Audio Input Line-In (switchable) Line-In (switchable)
Audio Output Line-Out (switchable), speaker 2x3W stereo Line-Out (switchable), speaker 2x3W stereo
Other Interfaces 75 Ohm coax aerial input 75 Ohm coax aerial input
Operating Voltage 110-230V 110-230V
Material Cover plate (55x55mm): plastic Cover plate (55x55mm): plastic
Accessories incl. RC DAB: remote control incl. KEL 55-4 Music: flush speaker and RC

DAB: remote control
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